
 

FastIBD & Pairwise Clustering Heatmap for George Jones (GJ) (a Welsh YSNP R1b-L371 person) 

Pairwise Autosomal IBD sharing matrix for men who have Welsh R-L371 Y-DNA. See GJ = George Jones and DG = Dave Griffith pairing. 

The “Clustering Tree” groups / pairs similar populations together, and for each row in the matrix. The darker red end of the spectrum indicates 

considerable IBD sharing, and the lighter yellow end lower IBD sharing. 

 GJ (George Jones), VP and DG are 3 members of the Welsh_V R-L371 dataset who cluster best with the Wales Discovery Group Welsh Ref. Pop labeled 

“Welsh” above. Note that GJ and DG cluster considerably with the French … which Donnelly’s POBI study also confirms for the NW Welsh in general. He 

says: “We interpret Cluster 17 (France) as indicative of Ancient British heritage.” 
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 Note that similar POBI clustering of Pink in NW Wales and South Orkney Islands …. Indicative of a “Ancient British”  

population with close similarities to George Jones’s R-L371 population and his paternal phased Autosomal DNA analysis. 



 

POBI  - Cluster 17 (France) is very high in NW Wales where YSNP R1b-L371 (Ancient British) homelands are. 

 

The PoBI evidence points firmly to a large influx of Anglo-Saxon DNA, but also the presence in modern descendants of a 

substantial amount of an ‘Ancient British’ DNA which most closely matches the DNA of modern inhabitants of France as 

illustrated in 17 above.  

 “We can see clear signs of certain patterns which are present in the DNA of samples from all over the British Isles – this 

means that they are likely to be very old, and is what we have termed the Ancient British DNA,” says Donnelly. 

Researchers agree that the DNA evidence fits the known colonization patterns of early settlers to the British Isles after the 

Ice Age between 9,600 and 8,000 BC. The first settlers made their way across to the warming tundra that was then the 

British Isles from North-West Europe via the land bridge that still attached the UK to the area that is now the Low 

Countries. Others came by boat from the Atlantic coast of France to the western side of England and Wales. This 

is clearly reflected in the similarities with the increased level of western French DNA in Cornwall and Wales. So our 

Ancient British DNA has deep roots on the continent – and particularly in France.  Jones’s YSNP profile includes 

~60 Novel SNPs dating back to ~3500BC in Wales … also indicative of being ‘Ancient British DNA’. 


